Important Notes:

1. The below Editor Message files are merely representative samples. The nature, number, and content of remarks/notes in these files will depend on your manuscript’s requirements.

2. We use Remarks as a means of communicating with the author and clarify certain parts, sentences, or information in the text. This may include clarifications (1) on whether the edited sentence conveys the intended meaning, (2) after editing any ambiguous sentence with respect to language and context, (3) after making any stylistic changes introduced in the document, or (4) when there are options and suggestions involved.

3. The author can then choose to either make the change if deemed correct. We strongly suggest that all remarks provided with the main file be resolved before finalization, as this is important for successful publication.

Meaning, Content, Language, or Style

1. It appears that “the number of islands” has simply been repeated. Thus, we deleted one occurrence. Please confirm the accuracy of the edit or update alternatively for clarity.

2. We assumed that you refer to sequential processes and have edited accordingly. If this is not the case, please update alternatively for clarity.

3. The point you are trying to make here is not completely clear. In this previous report, did you discuss the energy difference between D and H in an attempt to rationalize your findings? If so, here is an option to consider: “In that study, we proposed that the higher energy of atomic D compared with that of atomic H was potentially responsible for the higher deuterium concentration, which was also suggested by some theoretical studies”.

4. Please check if the highlighted sentence can be deleted since it appears inconsequential to the conclusion derived.